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Center [ or program Development

Experiinentation and Innovation at · NISC
Historically, Northeastern has been committed
philosophically to a program of educational experimentation and innovation in curriculum, methodology and utilization of technology. Creativity on
the part of the faculty with the encouragement of the
administration has produced a number of new approaches to learning and teaching in critical areas of
today's world. The scope of academic and community innovation has been as wide and varied as it has
been both experimental and experiential. One can
find "new programs" being conceived and developed
in every area of college life, and through a variety of
mechanisms .
The most novel and fruitful of these mechanisms,
however, has proved to be the Center for Program
Development. The Center was approved by the
Board of Governors and the Board of High Education to foster, encourage and coordinate programs of
innovation and experimentation on campus for the
enrichment of the entire institution. Programs spon- ·
sored by the Center permit creativity in
non-traditional academic techniques and procedures
by all segments of the college community to be
laboratory tested and evaluated for two years before
becoming an established part of college programs. A
comoittee of ten representative faculty members
serves as an advisory body, adis in determination of
policy, and makes some degree of objectivity possible in approval and evaluation of all new experimental programs . A center Director is responsible for the establishment and coordination of innovation s thu s approved , carries on evaluations of
continuing experimental programs, and encourages
the genesis of other new programs on a continuing
basis. The Center, then, is both a clearinghouse and
indubator for educational experimentation at Northeastern .
T he foll owing programs are described briefly as
some of the projects which have originated from the
Center for Program Development.
In what can be considered a prototype of the Field
Center concept, Northeastern initiated in 1963 a
cooperative program with Camp Reinberg (a social
agency children' s camp , Palatine, Illinoi s) which involved placement of students at the camp for an
entire trimester. There they gained valuable work
experience (on a half-time basis) while carrying on
full academic programs under an independent study
plan. Within the framework of the Experimental
College, this program has al so been established at
Pleasant Valley Farm Camp, Wood stock, Illinois.
The Field Center concept arso provides a context
in which students experience relationships between
academic course work and direct learning in a nearby
urban community. Students put their training and
interests to use in community service by tutoring
children, providing adults with information about
community resources, and engaging in vocational
coun seling.
Northeastern currently is operating urban field
centers in the Au stin and Uptown communities of
Chicago. Austin is proving to be a most valuable
laboratory experience for students as the area undergoe s rapid transition from a white to black community . Uptwon - a widely studies neighborhood
among urban social scientists because of its rich and
unusual ethnic composition - is affording field center students and exciting opportunity of learning as
"participant observers" by living and working in the
community . Students in both centers, then, are able
to observe and become involved with the social
tensions taking place within Chicago's inner cities,
hence becoming better prepared to understand
change in a contemporary political, economic, and
cultural milieux .
As a member of the Union for Experimenting
Colleges and Universities, Northeastern' s field centers are available, by special arrangement, to students from other member institutions; conversely,
U ECU 's field center program is available to interested and qualified students from Northeastern , at
pre sent carried on at some seven site s here and

abroad . Aside from involvement with this inter-institutional program, however, Northeastern
plans to expand the number and kind of field centers
with Chicago in the near future .
A rich variety of innovative programs has been
conducted on campus over the last few years, some
under departmental sponsorship, some using the
Center for Program Development as sponsor and
source of support, and others under direct Center
administration or coordination. Examples of these
three types of programs include:
a. Departmental ventures into previously unexplored areas at Northeastern are represented by
two the most ambitious undertakings, those of the
English and Psychology Departments. The English Trimester Project provides an opportunity for
maj9rs in the English Department to participate in
a program of creative writing and literary criticism
as --an integrated concentrated effort rather than
taking a series of individual courses. Two or more
professors teach a class which is the equivalent of
a twelve-hour load and are then able to integrate
wirting and criticism into a unified whole. Some
eight of the Psychology Department's programs
range from the opportunity for students to do
intensive study and research to highly technical
training in paraprofessional fields. Under professional supervision at Downey Veterans Hospital,
students get laboratory and clinical experience including participation in the widely heralded
"Token Economy" program. At Grant Hospital
in Chicago, increasing numbers of students are
enrolling as interns in the Alcoholism Treatment
Program there, a breakthrough in the training of
paraprofessionals. Other programs include work
with city youth commissions, elementary experimental schools, drug abuse clinics, and a parapsychology group .
b. Special Projects of an interdepartmental nature, or
those begun and sustained as new departures by
the college administration, are represented by two
of the most successful programs with this status.
The Duality Project administered by three coordinators from two departments within the College
of Education, is an attempt to prepare student
teachers to function successfully in both an inner
city setting, where children are less advantaged
socio-economically, as well as in an outer city, or
suburban, setting, where children come from comparatively higher socio-economic backgrounds.
Students in the program have an eight-week practice teaching experience in an inner city school
followed by eight weeks in a suburban school. The
Project Success Program involves a relatively
small number (currently about I00) students who
seem to have academic potential, but lack the
academic skills and background for meeting the
usual admissions requirements. These students
are selected from inner city high schools and are
counseled, both individually and as a group, by
means of intensive academic advisement, tutoring, confidence building, and the development of
appropriate study habits.
c. A number of college-wide programs are under the
direct sponsorship of the Center for Program
Development. Each program has its own coordinator and student-faculty advisory committee.
The three largest and most significant of this type
are:
I. The Kaskaskia Plan. This is a pilot program
with the purpose of giving the undergraduate a
four-year experience in designing his_own curriculum. To give maximum freedom to the Kaskaskia student, the Plan exempts him from fulfilling the basic 33 hours required of undergraduates outside the Plan, nor need he pursue a
standard academic major. To assure academic
rigor and intellectual discipline, however, the
Plan allows three channels to a Bachelor of Arts
degree, any one of which the student, in consultation with his adviser, is free to choose. The

channels are : (a) General Studies, (b) Concentration, and (c) Major. While careful definition
has been given to these three areas, the single
requirement a student must fulfill is the 129
hours for graduation. One-hundred students are
to be a part of the plan, with 50 Freshmen
admitted in 1970-71, and another 50 during
1971-72.
2. The Experimental College program has had a
number of names, formats, and even styles over
the last four years. "Mini-College," a volunteer,
experimental student-faculty group with a common core of courses made possible through
block programming, evolved into "Program C ,"
which inturn came to be known as the "Experimental College." Currently it is a student
initiated and designed study and research program whereby the student may earn from three
to eighteen units of credit (including a three-unit
planning course, Man the Innovator) based upon
one full trimester, with the "design" selected
from appropriate units of the Experimental College "credit bank" (three to fifteen units each of
MaQ and the Natural Order, Man and the Social
Order, and Man and Civilization). Students
choose advisers from at least two disciplines and
together they develop an experimental study
project. This frequently entai ls off-campus work
in the community with hospitals, social agency
centers and schools. Courses are not graded and
students earn Pass Credit. If the attempt is
incomplete or otherwi se aborts, no penalty is
imposed. Grades do not appear on the transcript. Seminars, advi sement period s, and
course requirements are determined jointly by
advisers, the Experimental College coordinator,
and the students, in consultation with the Director for Program Development. Advisers from
many departments have participated in the program. It is presently being evaluated , however,
and, subject to review, may be reconstituted by
September, 1971.
3. Planning for Northeastern' s unit of University
Without Walls began in December 1970 with the
announcement of an initial grant from the U.S.
Office of Education and , in 1971 , received further impetus with additional support coming
from the Ford Foundation. Developments in the
Spring and Summer of 1971 began with
wide-scale faculty , staff, student, and community participation in planning UWW as a genuinely new departure for the college. This process included the hiring of a permanent, full-time
staff, recruitment of adjunct faculty and the
unique kind of student most suited to the philosophy of UWW, and establishing countless internships and participant-observer opportunities in
the greater Chicago area. Such opportunities are
attempts to assure that new ways of learning can
be carried out under new kinds of learning situations . Close liaison with other UWW units is
maintained through the Union of Experimenting
Colleges and Universities , the sponsoring
agency . Locally, cooperative arrangements with
Chicago State College in a Directory of Learning Resources and related concerns make the
program pertinent to a wide geographic and
economic area. Sixty students will be enrolled in
UWW through Northeastern's unit during the
first year of operation, 1971-72, with perhaps
another 60 to be recruited the second year of
UWW's pilot program phase.
The Center for Program Development will continue to emphasize and encourage further innovation
and experimentation in a variety of on-campu s and
community programs. As illu strated briefly here,
these programs may not fit easily into most present
departmental operations nor correspond with many
of the traditional attitudes about establi shed academic structures. Nonetheless they do enhance and enrich the entire academic program of the college .
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Abortion story angers her
First of all, we must make the
definite difference between a scientific fact and an opinion. A fact
will remain a fact whether anyone
believes it or not. An opinion may
be true or it may not be true. If the
opinion is not true then it is not a
fact.
It is a fact that at the instant of
conception, a baby is conceived. It
is a fact that after the moment of
conception, the womb of the
mother has not any other function
than to nuture and protect that
baby. I say the mother because at
this instant of conception the
woman whose egg was fertilized
has become a mother.
Only one mother in the world
ever knew when first she became a
mother. This was Mary, the mother of Jesus as We who are Christians belive. Other women can
backtrack after a few months and
remember but none know at that
instant of conception. This is a
part of the mystery of life.
·A person does not have to be a
Christian, Jew, or any faith at all
to accept a scientific fact. There is
no scientific fact in the world that
can deny the fact that the program
for every tiny detail of a childs'
intelligence, color of . eyes and
hair, size and physical makeup
with proper nutrition and care has
been already programed at this instant of conception. It is true that
certain environmental situations
will add or detract to the full and
mature size, health, and success of
personality ; but how these children will react to the life they ex-

perience should be up to them.
So we are talking about a child.
We are not talking about a lifeless
lump of protoplasm. Midwives of
yesteryear with their many other
superstitions and beliefs talk about
the time when the mother feels
"life". This happens after several
months of life for the baby in the
protective home of his or her
mothers womb. These facts can be
found in any high school General
Science text book.
Our soceity must be careful that
we do not close our eyes to facts.
We must not only be informed and
aware but we must be responsible
to ourselves and to our children.
"A rose by any other name is still a
rose." Murder, by any other name
is still murder.
A criminal may conceive a
child that will become a saint.
Only the child who becomes an
adult can make the decision.
Society can help the child from
whatever background to learn to
love and to become a responsible
citizen. Even then, each person every way and every day makes inumerable decisions that will either
help to build a stronger and better
person, or weaken resistance to
harmful and destructive temptations that lead eventually to self
destruction. This is the reason that
I am writing. It is with a sense of
genuine concern that I view the attitude of a society that can look
with anything but horror at legalizing or helping a person intent on
murder.
I became very angry at the ar-

ticle on abortion. I was angry at
the Print for publicizing any details about how a murderous woman can go about committing her
murder. I was angry that there are
people who publicly advertize
their sympathy for this murderer.
I am again remarking about my
concern for society in general.
How many blind and deaf people
will be put to sleep? How many
paraplegics will not be allowed to
burden society with their problems? I think what would our
world be like without Helen Keller? I think what an inspiration it
is to me with all my health to see
crippled persons here at school
working, studying, and teaching?
Who of us are not crippled in some
manner? Who of us can look at the
w,orld and say that we have not
burdened it with our problems?
Perhaps those contemplating
abortion will be angry at me for
writing in this manner. I am not
asking favors of a person con- ·
templating the murder of her
child. When or why might she not
comtemplate my murder? Perhaps
there are those who say that they
would not do it themselves but that
there are times when they could
believe it best for the child.
Best for the child? Death? How
many of you have ever known a
person who wishes their own
death no matter how unhappy or
painful their existence may be?
Even then the decision is theirs to
make, and should never be made
by another human being.
Sarah Louise Polacheck

Like to spend this Summer in Chicago?

ROOSEVELT
. .. a major university in downtown Chicago offers
more than 150 courses on its unique campus
amid Chicago's cultural and recreational ·
advantages.

Plan to work part-time, full-time?

ROOSEVELT
.. . is flexible. Classes are scheduled daytime,
nighttime, to take your schedule into consideration.
We are within bloc.ks of jobs in downtown Chicago.

Like to stay on-campus?

LIVE-IN
... at the air-conditioned Herman Crown Center.
This newly-completed student residence is
attractively furnished and houses the dining-room,
snack bar and student lounge.

Want to get a step ahead on Fall courses?

SUMMER
... sessions at Roosevelt let you earn up to
16 hours (equal to one full semester) undergraduate credit, 12 hours graduate credit-or
simply take courses you couldn't work into your
regular schedule .

Choose.from

3. No bitching-action instead.
4. No proselytizing. I think most
peopl e of college age have made a
p e r s o n a I decision-pro or
con-on the abortion issue. All
that is left now is for us to act according to our conscience.
Many a female will either use

Summer sessions at.

ROOSEVELT

Lauds PRINT for reprint
Dear Ken Firestone,
A m o s t well done article-yours on abortion. Without
a doubt one of the best articles in
Print since its inception in '67.
Why?
I. Well researched
2. Well written

~

· 2 day sessions: June 21 to July 30,
and August 2 to September 10
1 evening session : June 21 to August 19

your article now or tuck it safely
away for future reference. Hopefully the people of Illinois will one
day share the same rights which
resident of other states now enjoy.
Sincerely,
Melody Cobleigh

Registration starts June 16.

------------------------ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY
Office of Educational Information
430 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60605

Yes, ·1 want information on (check below):

COEDUCATIONAL UNDERGRADUATE
OR GRADUATE PROGRAMS:
□

Biology
Education
English

Shakes over guns in parking lot
This is just a note of inquiry to
determine precisely why personnel of the State of Illinois may be
found in our student parking lots
with pistols in their belts. Forgive
my naivety, for I lack any formal
understanding of such official
business as parking lot security
and maintainance.
Whatever be the reason , I trust
it is a good one. Perhaps they carry

pistols to settle parking ticket disputes and if so should be highly
esteemed for such ingenious and
efficient methods. They may need
guns to give chase to suspicious
looking birds hovering over windshields to opaque their transparent
quality. More seriously they may
feel firearms necessary in the
event someone attempts car theft.
If this is the case you may inform

these gentlemen I would feel badly
if someone became injured while
trying to steal my car. It's resale
value is relatively high but not
worth human injury or human
life.
If perchance I have missed the
reason the firearms are needed
please feel free or better obliged to
inform us of such necessity.
Concerned Student

northeastern print
"Freedom of conscience, of education, of speech, of
assembly are among the ve ry fundamentals of democrncy and ull of them would be nullified should
freedom of the press eve r b e successfully challenged ."
-Franklin D. Roosevelt

ARTS AND SCIENCES
History
Languages
Mathematics

□

and more

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Finance
Marketing

Accounting
Economics

Philosophy
Sociology

Personnel Admin.
. .. and more

D CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
Music Education, History, Literature, Theory, Composition. Individual
Instruction in instruments, voice. ·
□

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES

NAME_ _ __ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

ADDRESS,_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ __

22

,The Northeastern Print is a student publication of Northeastern Illinois
State College, 5500 N. St. Louis, Chicago, Illinois 60625. Opinions expressed within do not necessarily reflect those of the administration . ·

STAFF
Ed Czadowski
Marnie Fournier
Shi Halevi
Linda lmmergluck
Cathy Jones
Sam Kaplan

Michael Kesselman
Brian Kilmnick
Renate Marquis
Pattie Massa

Leslie Mermall
Steve Panthos
Bob Paprocki
Rosie Rees

JU 3-4050 Ext. 270
Frank Konrad
Greta Lindquist
David Green, editor
Glen Jurmann . managing editor
Nancy Streske, Business manager
Janey McGann ,
Jack Challem , photography editor

COLUMNISTS
Eugene Barnes
Del Breckenfeld
Jim Martin
Scott Roudebush

N ick Stojanovic

Dean Strassburger

Fac ulty Advisor Ely M. Liebow
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Helping to save some of us today
might kill all of us tomorrow

by Dean Stras.sburger

"One of the nation's largest
producers of penicillin and streptomycin says it will cut production
by two-thirds it if is not permitted
to dump products in Lo ng Island
Sound.
C harles Pfize r C hemical Company, which manufactures 40 percent of the nation's penici llin and
streptomycin , said it wi ll lay off
two -thirds of its 1,800-man labor
fo rce if the ban is not lifted by the
Army Corps of Engineers. The
E ngineers, T uesday te mporari ly
stopped the fi rm's long practice of
dumping 'mashed mushrooms'
into the 'race', a section of Long
Island "Sound that connects with
the Atl antic . The ferme nted residue, result of the prod uction of
pen icillin, has been dumped into
the area for 18 years in boat-load
qua.ntities, according to Stanley
W . Ensminger, Pfizer Manager.
The army acted at the request of
the United States Environmental
Protectio n Agency, which sponsored a confere nce in New Haven
on Pollution in the Sound".
T his is the report of N ew York
Radio Station WOR co ncern ing a
company that betters our health
through penicill in and streptomycin, while having dumped penicillin wastes into the Atlantic via the
Long Island sound that use of
much of the waters oxygen thus
causing pollution and possible disease to the nearby recreational facilities and beaches of New York.
A recent ad in the Spokane
Daily C hro nicle laments that " tax
supported 'ecologists' are polluting our job environment". They
blame the stopping (or delaying)
of both the Alaskan Pipeline and
the SST on "do gooder ecologists". In Pennsylvania, a cement
factory said it was closing down
due to not being able to comply
with state emission regulations.
Investigation showed that the real
reason for the shutdown was that

the plant was antiquated and inefficient, and that it wasn't worth
the money to improve production.
From the Environmental Action Bulletin:
"If a company is in such shabby
condition that it depends upon
pollutio n fo r survival, then just
about anything will drive it under.
Some competitor will find a company in so fragi le a condition a
simple one to take over. It seems
that when a company says: 'We'll
have to Jay off, the stockholders
would be well-advised.to seek new
management or sell their shares
quickly. T hat compan y is in
trouble, if it is so afraid to operate
on 197 I standard s."
Many other polluters carry on
campaigns similar to the one by
the Spokane group, al ready mentioned above, to discred it environmentalists.
Water in the News, a monthly
bulletin compiled by the Soap and
Detergent Association of New
York, says that phosphates have
nothing to do with the premature
aging of lakes.
A small booklet, An Ecologist
Views the Environment, tells us
that "environmental benefits are
derived from the use of pestic ides". I know that there are economical gains by both the farmer
and manufacturer, but what environmental benefit is · obatined
when birds can't hatch their eggs
due to the DDT they find in their
diet?
Industry must learn that "crying wolf' will not fool the American public for long. Just because
it's cheaper to dump, doesn't
mean that you disregard all
thought for your environment.
What would the president of Pfizer C hemical Company do it all of
his employees got sick swimming
in the Atlantic on Sunday and
couldn't show up fo r work Monday morning? What happens to
the president of Standard Oil when
the pipeline breaks during an
earthquake? What will it be like to
the president of Boei ng when the
ozone layer of the atmosphere is

Mr. Theodore
Berland

dead and we start dying a slow
death?
And re member one more thi ng
said by President Nixon:
"I assure you, this Adminis-·
tration is not here to beat industry
over the head."
Just make sure that you remember that in the year 2000.
Information taken from E nvironmental Action Bulletin.
U,ifortunately, it looks like the
SST is tryi ng to come back. Two
months ago, ecologists had predicted that we wouldn't be seeing
the SST at least for another year,
and here it is back again.
Clark McGregor, chief White
House lobbyist tells us that William Allen, Boeing Chariman of
the Board, was wrong in predicting that the SST could cost as

Guy from
Sanitary Dept.

Mike
Klapper

Well , the House changed, and
much as I bi llion dollars. A llen
cited that all SST contracts would by the time you read this the Senhave to be renegotiated before any ate will have made its decision . I
work could begin, and most prob- hope it's the right c;me, and that
ably at a higher price, and that all N ixon gets his someday.
On to brighter things, like our
SST wo rkers would have to be rehired at hi gher salaries. Allen esti- next paper drive. It's comi ng up
mates that the lowest expense on the weekend of June 5-6, and
would be $500 million a nd could we are asking you again to save
you r papers fo r that day. T he
run as high as a billion.
McGregor says that it would drop-off point will be here at
cost $700 million to dismantle it, school out in the parking lot, and
but only a measly $500 to revive it. all you have to do is br ing your
It all reminds me of Nixon's " I tied-up newspapers over any time
have a plan " policy that he ran in on those two days. Please do n't
•forget that date, and try to save
1968 to end the Vietnam war.
Howe v e r , Senate Majority that newspaper that you usually
Leader Mike Mansfield said "the throw out after _reading, like your
prospects don't look good" that PRINT, for instance, because fo r
the Senate will change its earlier every ton of newspapers we co lcourse that voted to stop funding lect, we save 17 trees that your
children someday mi ght enjoy.
the SST.

Another type of pollution
By T.M. Coogan

It has often been remarked that
the offspring of our species are
born into this world free of guilt
and prejudice.
Unfortunately however, society
e v e n t u a I I y takes hold and
freq uently manages to implant its
seeds of impurity. An example of
this revolti ng proce ss was witnessed by this reporter at a demonstratio n held Saturday, May 22,
outside the office of Apple Realty,
located at 3922 West Diversey Avenue. The demonstration, as stated
by several of the thirty to fo rty
middle-aged , white protestors was
agai nst the alleged panic-peddling
practices of Apple Realty.
The protestors were too quick
to explain that this was neither a
political, nor a racia l issue, but
purely one of business ethics.
It was later learned from the
owners of the realty firm, Mssrs.
Al Stechnig and Barry Kollar, that
a list of demands had been present-

ed to them by the protestors. One
of these demands was the forbidance of 'Apple' to handle any
property sales in the area bounded
by Ked zie to the Belt Line tracks,
and Lake to Potomac A venues.
An additional demand stated that
'Apple' . . . "will not place an y
FOR SALE signs on an y property
we are handling in this area."
As the phrase ' non-racial issue'
lingered in my head , I began to
talk with several of the children
who fringed the outskirts of the
picket line. O ne of them, a young
boy of perhaps IO years, poi nted
ou t his parents to me. T hey were
carrying signs readi ng · 'People
Power' and 'My Home Is My
Castle'. I asked the boy why the
picketing was go ing on.
" 'Cause we don 't want no niggers 'round here", he stated.
"You mean black people?", I
corrected.
His defiance ebbed somewhat
as he looked up at me momentarily, and averting my eyes, directed
his gaze towards the ground.
"Why don 't you want black

people to live around here?", was
my next question .
T his brought forth a phrase
he'd undoubtably heard many
times at home---" 'Cause we
got enough trouble 'round here
w'out no niggers".
" Black people ," I said again.
"Yea, eh , black people," he
stammered, glancing up.
The heat of the afternoon together with the chants of the protestors was beginning to make my
head spin somewhat. This in turn,
brought on a feeling of nausea that
increased by the second as I looked upo n these proud Americans,
defe nding freedom and the free
enterprise system.
One more question was needed
before I could seek the refuge of
the car, and this I again directed
towards the ten year old.
"Who sponsors these people?",
I asked, " I mean what groups are
you all representing?"
The rapidity of the answer that
shot fort h hit me prior to the context.
"Our Lady of the Angels Catholic Church".

Raoul's Pub
6350 N. Lincoln
Lincoln and Devon
Op en 4 p.m. ti/ 4 a.m.
Cock ta il Hours 4 tit 7 p. m .
2 fo r the price o f 1

Ladies Night-Every Thurs.
Sc Beer-25c Mix Drinks
Wed. - 6 p .m . - 8 p .m. 1 dollar
All the beer you can drink

All Drinks 60c - Beer 30c

TERM PAPERS,
THESES,
DISSERTATIONS
Typed
IBM Electric Typewriter

Mrs. Cohen
Evenings and week-ends 338-5242
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Counseling schedule announced

essense

Scott
Roudebush

Ever hear of the "University Without Walls"? You probably have.
Ever wonder what happened to it? Many of you probably do.
So did I.
So I decided to take the "bull" by the horns, as it were, and try to
separate fact from fantasy; fantasy, in that much speculation on what
UWW was, what it offered, and how it could affect each, individual
student, was prompted by so little factual information actually available.
'
Initially, interest in the concept of UWW at Northeastern was
sparked for· the majority of "uninformed" students, by a flyer-type
letter signed "J . M. Sachs", on the flip-side of a New York Times
excerpt, dealing with the UWW concept. This, along with encouragement to state one's interest on the enclosed postcard, .was mailed in
January, 1971.
Three months later, a letter was sent out to UWW respondents, .
apologizing for a delay in supplying further information on the program.
Which was great, except that it suddenly informed the informant that
the student members of the advisory committee had already been
selected -presumably some time ago. Eat your heart out, kid, if you
were expecting all that time to maybe be on it:. ..
At any rate, while you plodded away at your 90% traditional ,
uninspiring courses, waiting for that glimmer of freedom- UWW -to
become a lighted passageway, the wheels of progress moved on. Yet,
will you be included, or not ?
Despite this little communication problem, the Northeastern UWW
program seems to be shaping up pretty well, organization-wise. A talk
with Mr. William Moore, Director, and Mr. Anthony Wiszonwaty,
Faculty Assistant, recently illustrated to me just how complicated this
organization can get; and, although it seems a bit paradoxical that a
relatively free, unshackled form of education such as a university
without walls should, in practice, become quite organizational, it is at
least reassuring to see these people taking positive steps toward the
smoothing out and development of the program.
What •is really too bad is that they have to go through so much to have
to convince such bodies as the Illinois Board of Governors and the
Illinoi s Board of Higher Education that such forms of education are
needed for all who want them. UWW will "open" in September of this
year on a pilot run, involving only 60 students. And these will represent
a cross-section of NI SC students and non-NISC students (although,
once accepted, all will be classified as NISC students).
Which means there's a good chance you and I will be left out. N ot to
say that those in the higher echelons, those that control the money look
down their noses at anything but "right", traditional education, thus
forcing upon us an old value system of virtual educational enslavement;
but....
UWW, NISC unit of UECU (how's that for organization) will be
mailing applications, to be accepted between May 15, 1971, and June
15, 1971, to the many respondents they report they've had from the
first mailing aQ_d from their advertised, televi sion spot. 60 students will
be given the initial go-ahead in this pilot program, for individualized,
university-level study. If the program succeeds, according to whatever
standards of measurement the higher-ups will require, then hopefully it
will expand into the future.
·
Tuition will be the same as for regular N ISC students. Which means
that it will fluctuate . There will be a workshop in July for UWW
faculty, and one again in late August for accepted UWW students.
Under present plans, much of the individualized study aspect will be
modeled after such uninhibited schools as Metro High School, Chicago, a nd of course on the UWW theory.
It will be possible to work/study within some such facilitie s as
mu seu ms, libraries and clearinghouses, in many cases on an assistantship basis - which may mean a small amount of dinero thrown in.
Projected examples of those interested in internship or assistantship
programs include the John G ·~Shedd Aquarium, and the Office of
Economic Opportunity . (These are only examples of possibilities.) To
list these, UWW will compile a nd update a Directory of Learning
Resource s, to be available at their Peterson Ave . office . And , in
addition, tentative plans include inexpensive availability of audiovisual
equipment to UWW students .
·
The future, perhap s, looks optimistic. UWW is a start, and a big step
at that if it survives. But the future depends o n the present-on
performance. So we wish the "select 60" a helluva lot of luck in what,
so far, seems like a program with great potential.
In the meantime , ever heard of"Experimental College"?

Effective Saturday, May 29th the Coffee Shop will be
closed on Saturdays for the remainder of the Trimester.
Effective Tuesday, June 1st the Coffee Shop will be
closed for the remainder of the Trimester. However,
the Cafeteria side will operate as both Coffee Shop and
Cafeteria. Hours to be open will be:

Monday thru Thursday 7:30 A.M. - 6:30 P.M.
Friday
7:30 A.M. - 4 P.M.

The Counseling Staff announces the following sechedule
for counselors "at large" for the
spring trimester:
MONDAY
Morning: J . Hakkio
Afternoon: R. C hiles
TUESQAY
Morning: D . McCreery
Afternoon : T . Johnson
WEDNESDAY
Morning: J . Hakkio
Afternoon: R. Chi les
THURSDAY
Morning : R . Chiles

Afternoon : B. Behrendt
seling-East and Counseling-West,
FRIDAY
the brown portables on both sides
Morning: B. Behrendt
of the walk just south of the liAfternoon: T. Johnson
brary, to arrange a convenient
This schedule provides s~rvices time for a meeting with the counfor students with small concerns selor of their choice. Mr. William
which require little time to clear Speller and his assistant, Edward
up, making it possible for these James, may be found in Counstudents to have help with such , seling-East. The counselors listed
matters without having to set up above have offices in the Counan appointment.
seling-West.
Students with questions or
Since the summer te rms always
problems which may require more go by so fast, students are urged
time are invited to use the services to take advantage of all the serof the receptionists at both Counvices offered as soon as possible.

Counselors give _intern a farewell luncheon
Steve Helfgot, a graduate student completing his Master's de<
gree in Guidance and Counseling
at Northwestern University and
who has been serving his internship at Northeastern's Counceling Center, under the super-

vision of Mr. Walter Bobkiewicz,
The members of the Counseling
corhpleted his assignment on May Center at N ortheastern honored
28, and is joining the staff of the Steve at a farewell luncheon at AlCounseling Center at Oakton legretti 's on Thursday, May 27,
Community College. Steve will re- sending him away with all wishes
ceive his Master's degree from for success in his new assignment. Northwestern next month.
He will be missed at Northeastern.

Probation students need counseling
Students on academic probation for the first time this trimester
are urged to take advantage of the
services designed by the members
of the staff of the Counseling Center, both East and West, to assist
students having difficulties.
Miss McCreery, Coordinator of
Academic Advisement, reported
-that the counselors have tried to
reach the 119 students whose cu-

mulative grade point averages fell dents drop by as soon as possible to
below the required 3.0 at the end arrange for a conference. The reof the winter trimester, inviting . ceptionists at the portables, both
them to come in to discuss their East and West, will help to match
various problems and to make the student's needs with the counplans to solve them. However, selor's schedule.
sometimes these letters go astray,
This invitation also applies to
and since the summer term seems students who are not necessarily
to go by especially fast, the coun- on probation but who are exselors are extending this general periencing difficulties, academic
~nvitation, suggesting that stu- or otherwise.
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car wash with spring tune-up
included

also check

• condenser
• points
• rotor
• set timing

• carburator • fan belt • battery
• choke • pcv valve • air cleaner

• set dwell

• trans oil

• spark plugs (reg . type.

• polution control systems

• engine oil

LABOR INCLUDED!

\

.j

we use only original equipment replacement parts.

aircond. $3.00 x-tra
GOOD THRU JUNE 1, 1971

4 FREE CAR WASHES with 4 shocks or
complete brake job.

3 FIJEE CAR WASHES with oil changes, oil
filter, & lube
2 FREE CAR WASHESwith new battery or
front end alignment

All AT PETERSON-PULASKI
·cARWASH
LINCOLN-DEVON STANDARD
4001 W. Peterson .. 588-9365

3535 W. Devon .. 588-2280
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T om Paxton - here June 15th

<.

,,,.

"More and more, with every
song I write, I try to record what I
see and leave out what I think.
What I'm really trying to do is
document the time, not the attitude of the time. But the time includes a lot of things." Singing
and playing inspired from Burl
Ives, Pete Seeger, and Woody
Guthrie, Folk-Poet Tom Paxton
has set down feelings and visions
of small things as well as major.
problems and headlines of the day.
"The Marvelous Toy" written
in 1960, is now the oldest song in
his repertoire, which also includes
"The Last Things on My Mind,"
"What Did You Learn in School
Today," "Can't Help but Wonder
Where I'm Bound," " Daily
News," and "Ramblin' Boy."
N o rtheast e rn Students will
have an opportunity to hear some
of these and other songs when
Paxto n appears in our Auditoriu m, Ju ne 15, Tuesday, at 8:00
P .M. T his concert is free to
N .I.S.C. stude nts with a validated
I.D. card. The charge is $ 1.50-fo r
everyone else. Tickets will not be
sold in advance, but it will be first
come fi rst serve that evening.
" If I've had any success at aJ.I ,"
Paxton says, " it's because I never
come on as anything I'm not. An
audience knows when· it's being
fooled . It's the easiest thing to
spot. "
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"Stickey fingers"
Thi s past month has witnessed one of the largest outputs of major
releases with most of the ' 'name" companies putting all their respective
eggs in their currently popular groups and singers. The Stones , James
Taylor, Grand Funk (?) Jethro Tull and C,S,N , & Y are just some of
the biggies who've layed their latest LP s on the market. T he result has
been a great boost for mu sic which most people admit has tended to be
quite anemic as of late.
The irrepressible Rolling Stones gave us their long awaited " Stic key
Fingers" (COC 59100), the first release on their own Rolling Sto nes
Reco rds. With this LP they 've rei nstated their belief in the early roots
of R& B which the original Stones sound was built on. Except for a few
exceptions Jaggar and company have stuck with the sound, progressively imp roving with each new record, and "Stickey F ingers" is even
more basic than their last L P. Just listen to " Brown Sugar", "Can't
You Hear Me Knocking" " You Gotta Move" and "Bitch" to see what
I mean . But what really surprised me about this reco rd is the overall
talent of the gro up . Years ago, the Stones were good mu sician s because
they could play hard and more surl y than anyo ne else and more often
then not, their sloppiness was mi staken for looseness . T oday, they're
still loose, but with the addition Mick Taylor on guitar gave them the
instrumental pu sh they needed not to re main stagnan t. So now they not
only can play hard and surly but al so with talent (AHA!) Look at the
way " Wild Horese" couples a haunting melody and theme with the
perfect instrumental accompaniment. Keith Richards and Taylor compliment each others work, never once getting each others way . The
result is the backup work becomes just as important a s Jaggars vocals.
And the Stones getti ng into Jazz? Believe it or not with the help of
some ex-friends of D elaney and Bonnie, the Stones lay down a real fine
jazz instrumental at the end of "Can't You Hear Me Knocking" , with
some riffs I didn't know they had in them " Si ster Morphine" (A
Jaggar-Richard number previou sly do ne by Marianne Faithful) the
biting "Dead Flowers" and a few other very stropg Blue s numbers
round out the LP . The only problem that weakens the record is the
overabundance of slow material which, depending on your mood at the
time could become a drag. But all in all; "Stickey F ingers" is an
impressive work from the Stones. They've done more stylistic experimentation without ever losing track of their basic sound . A sou nd
that started growing ever since "The Rolling Stones N ow !"

Tom Paxton at the Isle of Wight

"Genesis II" shown here
nance and produce the film himself. Independence from commercial fi lm production allows the
film maker to explore a su bject u nder his own conviction. These
shorts represent the true expression of the film maker.
Variety of creative thought
marks "Genesis II ". Short film
animations like "Bambi Meets
Godzilla" brighten the techniques

The Free Film Committee announced that "GENESIS II " will
be shown free in the Auditorium
Tuesday, June I , at 9 a.m., 5 p.m.,
and 7 p .m.
Genesis II is a collection of 16
experimental short films. Rather
than being prf ssured into making
bland "commercial products"
which fi lm studios feel offend no
- one, the independent chooses to fi-

in cartoons. Kenneth Anger's
"Invocation of My Demon Brother" is a perverse study of black
magic ritual. "Vicious Cycles"
tells a crazy fable about the Hell's
Angels. Other fil ms use new fi lm
techniques while exploring contemporary America.
Notes: "Citizen Kane" has
been rescheduled for August 3,
this term.

"RECKLESSLY FUNNY!"
- Penel o pe Gilliatt, New Yorker Magazin e

Take A Trip . ...
Com.e ... Fly With Us

"I WISH THERE WAS A FUNNIER WORD FOR
FU NNY! YOU 'LL HAVE A GREAT TIME!"
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ASSOCIATE DE GREES CON FE RR ED
ACC OU NTING • BUS. ADMINISTR AT ION •
CPA PREP
• PROGRAMMING
•
EXEC. SECRETARY • LEGAL SECRETARY •
STUDENT L OANS

Morning hours-afternoon iob p lacemen t-evening classes
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name ... .. .... ..... ......... .. ...... ..... ..... ....... ... ..

a~

,A

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _ _ _ _ __

Address ... ... ... ..... .. ....... ...... .. .... ........ ... ....

City _ __ __ __ _ _ _ St ate _ __,_ _ _ Zip Code _ _ _ __

City ... ..... ... ........ ... . State .... .. ..... . Zip ... ..

College _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Course Interest _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

•

PAR KING AT
33 E. CEDAR ' 31/2 HRS, $1.00

Phone 334-7212
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VETERAN & I-20 APPROVED

BUC K HEN RY
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE · IN COLOR · A MILOS FORMAN FI LM
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EURASIA TO URS , INC.
251 West 42 St .
New Yo rk, N .Y.
Phone : 239-6607

ST ARRING

W A I.. T E R

<'

. Spec ial fare s t o Europe and Asia and
Speci al Study Tours .

'"'·

"TAKING OFF" LYNN CARLI N
A

t

$200,00 ,.

Taking Off!

*

A RESPECTED NAME IN EDUCATION SI NCE 1873.

Group and Charters; Regu lar D epartures

- Gene Shal it, NBC -TV
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GIANT HAMBURGERS

![

640z. Pi1ohe, of Millet't Bee, 1/.95

!

5840 -44 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago 60645

____ __ __ J

MALE OR FEMALE
IF YOU HAVE A DRIVER'S LICENSE

APPLY NOW- STAR T WORK IMMEDIATELY
OR AT THE END OF THE SEMESTER

• COMPLIME NTARY PEANUTS '

• SPORTS ON COLO R T .V .

_

,~
'

~

• GREAT SUNDA Y BR UN CH
Steak & Eggs, potatoes, engl ish
muffins, cock tail or juice,
coffee or t ea .. . only $1.95

• COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS

-

DRIVE A YELLOW

~

• BAR B ECU E RI BS & CHICK EN
• BRAT WURST & OTHER
"G R EA T" CHARCOA L
BROILED ITEMS

Survival
of the fittest

-

~

LIGHT OR DARK

CASUAL & COZ Y
ROARING FI REPLACE

I L- -

In 19.(9, when the Ame rica n cor buy er
hod his choic e of cars like the De Soto, the Hudson
o r the Studebaker, two intr epid sou ls bought Volkswagens.
It turns o ut they were more farsighted tha n foolhardy.

- Because today there aren 't many De Soto s, Hudso ns
o r Stud ebokers ar ou nd.
Bu! there. ore qu ite o few Volkswag ens. M o re thon
three ond a holf mill ion 01 lo st count.
Seldom hos so littl e com e so for .

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN
6035 N. BROADWAY
Open Eves.
BR 5• 3500
Closed Su n . ~

Just telephone CA 5-6692 or
Apply in person at 120 E. 18th St.

EARN UP TO $50 OR MORE DAil Y
DRIVE A YEL LOW
DAY, NI GHT o r WEEKENDS

Work fr om garage near hom e or school
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Hujambo Rafiki

HERITAGE CLUB: Be sure and catch the Summer African fe stival
of films every Tuesday or Thursday at I :00 p.m./place East Portable
(Home of the Brothers and Sisters of Africa).
Harambi (come together) nundugu no dada (brothers and sisters), Kwa
heri (bye now) .

Tickets available for Cubs
The Programming Department of Northeastern has arranged to get box tickets for two Chicago Cubs baseball
games at reduced prices for students-one game in June and
the other in July. Twenty tickets along the third base line will
be available for the St. Louis game, June 17th., at $2.00 each.
Students will need to present their validated I.D. card. Tickets
will be sold to non-NISC-students at the regular $3.50 price.
For the July 20th. game-against the New York
Mets-forty-eight seats will be available in a block, as well as
bus ride for NISC students, $4.25 for non-NISC-students.
Information about ticket sales will be published in the next
edition of Print.

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
INTERVIEWS WITH MY LAI VETERANS
22 min.

Color

Rental: $25

Sale: $275

Directed by Joseph Strick; photography by
Haskell Wexler and Richard Pearce; interviews conducted by Richard Hammer.
The Ac ad em y Award fo r 8Pst Documentary Short of 1970
w'ent to this s hattering film about the My Lai mass acre
o n March 16, 1968 . Director Joseph Strick (THE SAVAGE
EYE, THE BALCONY. ULYSSES) selected five ex -soldiers
who were w i ll in g to tell of their participation i n the massacre . Accord i ng to their accounts , the unit was ordered

to kill every living th,ng and to burn the entire village.
Incredible, frightening atrocit ies are described . The cold,
unemotional manner in which the veterans speak-a long

with the objective approach of both director and interviewer-make the stories especially chill ing. The film
reveals. ,n a horrifying way, how ordinary young men are

Wilderness Road while performing at Northeastern's North Dining Hall.

brutal ized by war, and are made to perform violent acts
without thinking .
" .. . aston i shing cinema verite short featuring uncensored
interviews with now .civilian American veterans of the My

Survey reading tests scheduled

Lai massacres . This is a frightening film. Clean-cut Ameri ,
cans

recount

with

smiles.

indifference,

poise,

how

and

why they murdered . Dissociated from their acts, destroyed
by war, dead in life, they emerge as victims as well as
executioners." -Amos Vogel , VIiiage Voice

Show Times:
1 :302:152:45
N. Dining Hall sponsored by Program Dept.
Mon. June 14 ·

free classifieds
Anyone for hondball?-Contact Carolyn
at the counseling center.
Do dr ugs expand your relig ious perception? Damned if we know, but if
you've got a monkey an your back , contact " The Ark " 463-4545. Free Soc. and
Med. services.
Need a ride to and from school during
the July and August term from Skokie
near the Old Orchard Shopping Center.
Will pay $10 a week for transportation
to and from school on Mon ., Wed . & Fri.
Need to be at school between 11 and 2
p .m . Can come earlier if necessary.
Please contact Mrs . Beverly Weinberg.
AV2 -5428.
Sublet-3½ rm . apt. 1st floor-HTD-1
block from Loyola "L"-Loyola and
Sheridan-$115 mo. Call 262 -7995 after
5:00 Wkdys.
Experienced babysitter wanted for
three young children in Skokie. Terms
negotioble. Live-in arrangements possible. See Dr . Becker in C-623 or call Ext.
328.
For Sale-69 VW. Automatic, radio, rear
defrosters, white walls .... $1 ,450.00 or
best offer. 685 -6709.
Helene: I really think you ' re fine .-Guess
who?

For Sale-66 Chevy Bel Air, P.S., Automatic, 4 door, AM radio, polyglass
w hitewalls with 7000 miles on them.
Very good condition. 45,000 miles. $900
or offer AR6-6058.
For Sale-65 MGB Roadster new top, only
$400. Call TR3 -4010-Lavelle Taylor.
Drafted-Must sell 65 Buick Electra Power steering and brakes; tape player.
$800 or best offer. Call after 6:00. 7742627.
The newest "in" spat on the North side.
Huey's, 6459 N . Sheridan, Live enter tainment' 7 nites a week, food and drink
moderately priced, and free parking
across the street.
For Sale-Austin Healy Sprite, 1960. H.
production racing car, mags roalbar,
ready for the track . With trailer, $875.
Call 769-3982.
For Sale-BSA 350cc 1965, clean, good
runner. $275. Call 769-3982.

As a service to those students
who wish to have a clear picture
of their reading abilities and skills,
the Reading Center is scheduling
a survey reading test to be administered late in May and early in
June, 1971.
Test administration takes approximately forty-five minutes .
Results will be mailed to all those
who take the test within five days
Come, let
our knees
first space
May 20th,
rel.

us break bread together on
as He becomes the world's
traveler without o capsule on
10-3pm in the Bethany Car-

H.M.S. Pinafore-Where are you?

of test administration. Arrangements for remedial sessions, to be
offered at the Reading Center,
3307 W. Bryn Mawr, will be
made for those students who have
reading difficulties and for whom
remedial instruction is recommended.
The reading test will be administered in the Little Theater, at

I :00 p.m., on the following dates :
Thursday, May 27, 1971
Tuesday June 1, 1971
Thursday, June 3, 1971
Tuesday, June 8, 1971
Any student who wishes to take
the test may choose any of these
sessions and report to the testing
room at the fixed time. He should
bring with him two sharpened
pencils or a ball point pen.

Still available : Two virgins for the
spring sacrificial rites. Group rates
av9ilable . Contact carrel No. B- 139.

Congratulations Connie Kamberis on
your selection in district
G.O .Y.A.-Frances Canberis.

Cormina Burana.
thought it?

Briar Kilnick : Norm Ullnan waves his
hockey puck to you.

Who

would

hove

Paul, where are you?

Will the real Pontius Pilate please rinse
his hands?

You ' re welcome-St. Jude.

66VW with 69 engine, beige, std. trans .,

Need Notary? Contact Marilyn in C-4 14.
No charge. 8 -4:00 P.M. -

Wanted : Young man singl e and free -Ex perience in love preferred, but will oc cept a new trainee ....apply Carol.

J.B . sure stands for o lot of things.

E.M. is madly and passionately in love
with L.B.-Rocky.

K.C'., K.G ., and especially B.N., we sure
miss you .-E .N.
'

Love, oh love, oh carrel -less love.

7 tires, like new ..... 81,000 miles, and engine hos 24,000. $800. or offer.
For Sale-69 Fiat 124 Spyder conv. AMFM, 24000 miles. Regularly serviced.
$2100 or offer. Tim 286-5549.

Dirty Roger go away.

A Mini Lab on Dating Behavior
How to achieve intimacy and personal
satisfactions.
Leaders: Rose 'Brandzel and Richard
Chiles. Sunday June l>-10:00 a .m. to
5:00 p.m. Counseling center-West.

It's a good thing for me that the good
guy always gets the girl nuest-ce pas,
nom amie grecque? R.

For Sale-69 Camero SS350 3 spd., posi.,
extras. Must sacrafice-getting morried.
$1795 631-9149 .

Everything's ducky .... so let's not quackup.

Goodyear Blimp: we miss you .

People who like red boxes aren 't all
bad .

Judas: Jesus loved
all .-Mary Magdaline.

Barbie Brent.. .. Brehnt ..... Bhrent-1 give
up. How do you spell your name?
Do you ever get the feeling you' re being
watched?

Congratulations George on Les Habitants winning the Stanley Cup. Now, will
you stop wearing your Canadian jersey
around the place.-Fran P.S. Put awoy
your hockey stick.

Did you ever get the feeling you ' re
being followed?

Dear BVM: Where did that damn Kid of
yours go?-M.M . ·

To Mary Ann-You're a good sister. Start
saving for the you know who next AuFor Sale-70 Honda 750cc. Only has 2000 / _g_u_s_t._C_a_th_Y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
m. of use . $1200. Like new. Lavelle Tay lor-TR3_4010 _
Marilane & Pat are freaks . How's your
wabbit?
Blubbering Heights -What is this world
There is a God. The Bible says so and
coming to?
the Bible never lies. Who wrote the
Bible: Why God?
Betty Gialessas likes burnt offerings.

Fear not, oh students; royalty yet wolks
the halls of your favored school.--0.G.

St. Jude : Just remember, you
Saints, we Jews have profits.

have

Goodyear Blimp went off, went, went,
to New Orleans.

me

most

of
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Marlene Blechman wins Music Award
Competition for the Andrew
Edwards award in music took
place for the first time at Northeastern on last March 30. The
award , totaling $200 granted by
the • Andrews-Edwards Music
Company, Edens Plaza, Wilmette,
was established at NISC primarily
through the efforts of Dr. Vincent
Oddo and is based on excellence in
performance. The competition
was open to any full-time student
at Northeastern who was registered in applied music and a participant in an additional officially
approved performing activity.
(The student's need not have been
a music major.) A jury comprised
of Dr. Oddo. Dr. Anderson, Mr.
Jorgenson, Dr. Harmon and Dr.
Gangware picked pianist Marlene
Blechman of Highland Park out of
a field of 8 other participants to
receive the award. Marlene who
studies piano under Miss Joyce
Barnett, performed the Beethovan
Sonata OP2 No. 3 (Allegro Assai)
and received some stiff competition from the wide musical
range of the other students. The
award will be offered again next
year around the same time.
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martin
"The Murder of Fred Hampton"

In 1930 Paul Rotha, writing about the commercialization and degeneration of American film said: "There arose a new type of audience, a
vacant-minded , empty-headed public, who flocked to sensations ... and
who would go anywhere and pay anything to see indecent situations
riskily handled on the screen."
Rotha's point was that the American filmgoer's willingness to settle
for thirdrate entertainment rather than demanding firstrate art, in
conjunction with the burgeoning studios ' concern with financial interests only, led to a mentality in cinema audiences which was unreceptive
to either art or education. Forty years later, tho we have seen a growing
sophistication in movie audiences and great technological advances in
filmmaking, Rotha's statement still rings true for the most part.
And if "The Murder of Fred Hampton" now playing at the 3 Penny
Cinema is doing less business than it should, I suspect it's because it is
too good an educational film and less entertainment than most people
want. An apathy seems to have set in which flow s over into the type of
Mrs. Marlene Blechman receiving check, Dr. Vincent Oddo presenting films people see, and which says "if it ain't going to entertain me, I
don't want to see it."
check.
Mike Gray and his associates, th~ film's makers, view film as an
educational tool to be used for enlightenment as well as entertainment.
"The Murder of Fred Hampton" reflects this viewpoint. Technically
poor- especially the lighting-in many instances because of
on-the-spot shooting and the conditions under which it was shot, the
film ignores the superficiality of glossy films and plunges into what is
the heart of the matter- the death of Fred Hampton and Mark Clark in
the early hours of Dec. 4th, 1969. If the events are not portrayed
slickly, they are done so effectively and unflinchingly .
The title gives away the position of the filmmakers, but lest you
think it is a totally one-sided document, it is NOT.
John Mason, one of the filmmakers, explains that "we tried to
explore both sides of the issue . The Panther side was available, the
other side wasn't."
Nonetheless, a good deal of footage showing the version of State's
Atty. Edward Hanrahan is presented (most of it purchased from
network television) including Hanrahan's news conferences and the
celebrated re-enactment of the shootings by the State's Attorney's men
who conducted the early-hour "weapons raid". Most of this testimony
is effectively intercut with Panther versions and lead one to almost
inescapable conclusions. As Mason puts it: "we let the events lend
themselves to certain conclusions, and we tried to do so without
- WORLD FAMOUS compromising ourselves or our credibility as filmmakers ."
So far the film, which concerns itself as much with the person of Fred
Hampton (the film started out as a continuation of "American Revolution II," and was to be a study of the Panthers on a national level) as it
"'eat it with a knife & fork"
does with his death, has not met with tremendous success. But Mason
believes that a good showing in Cannes, where the film is entered in the
(IT'S THICK)
Festival, will be helpful in bringing the public to it. "We've run up
against an apathy here," he says, "but we must get people to realize
that films do not have to be entertaining. They can be educational."
"The Murder of Fred Hampton" is not entertaining. It is a sobering,
thought-provoking, and well-done political document; and it is educational in the best sense of the word . As someone said to me before a
recent viewing of the film, "It's a good film to take someone to ."
Preferably someone who needs educating.
ON THE LIGHTER SIDE: Do yourself a favor and catch what's left
of the Garbo Film Festival, heading into its last week at the Cinema
visit our
£n9lbd1 dining room
·Theatre tomorrow. I especially recommend the Ernest Lubitsch come- dy, "Ninotchka" (1939) which closes with tonight's showing. Next
(OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK)
week' s doublefeatures of " Anna Karenina" (1935) and "Camille"
( 193 7) promises to be worth the price of admission as well.

SCANDINAVIA HIGHLIGHTS TOUR

visit Denmdrk, Norway, Sweden
Aug. 19 departure TWA 747
See: Mrs. Dorothy Holby
Office: C-336; Phone: 279-5680
17 days
A LUXURY VACATION!

PIZZA IN THE PAN

elh

2727 W. HOWARD STREET

FOR DELIVERY SERVICE CALL 338-2166

Head Shop
The Third Rail
10:00 - 9:00
7daysa week

waterbeds
beads
shirts
•
incense
belts
478-2400
3350 W. Bryn Mawr

A scene from "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown" continuing its
long run at the Happy Medium Theatre, 90 I Rush Street. Student
discounts are available. For student coupons see bulletin board outside
Print Office or call box office , DE7-I000.

•
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Rockford College has the best winning percentage ( 11-5 for 69%)
while Lewi s Coll ege has posted the most victorie s (30) to highlight the
NAIA District #20 Baseball Statistics.
North Park College has the Di strict's top two hitters in Keith
McDonald (.480) and Dan Goori s ( .406), while Rockford' s Jack Cook
lead s in earned run average s with a slender 1.3 2 mark.

all sports

Coaches N ote: Submit your baseball stati stics through the end of
your season to my office on a weekly basis. Use the NAIA 's N atio nal
Report Form. Stati stical report when season is concluded.

BATTING AVERAGES (SO AB)

ALL SPORTS
by BRIAN KILMNICK, Sports Editor

s

There is not a whole lot of sports to report on this week. With the
defeat of the Black Hawks, the last chance of a Winter Sports Championship for the City of Chicago.
·
The Baseball season is over and I will have the wrapup in my next
column, but if the meantime, here are the stati stic s the N .A. I.A. sent
me:

NAIA District

0

Name

Team

•

r
s

#

20 Baseball: Report

TEAM STANDINGS
Lost
Won

Tie

30
15

5
15
11

0
0
0

4. NE 111. St.

14

10

0

5. Trinity
6. St. Procopius
7. Ill. Wesleyan
8. North Central
9. Greenville
10. No rth Park
11 . Ill. College
12. Ill. Tech.

13
6
11

15
9
10
7
17
16
8
15

0
0
0
0
0
0
I
2

I. Roc kford
2. Lewis
3. Qu incy

II

4

9
5
2
3

Not Reporting : Augustana, Aurora, Chicago State, Concordia, Eastern
Illinois, Elmhurst, Eureka, J udson, Lake Forest, McKendree, Mi ll ikin,
Olivet, Principia, Western Illinois.

I. Keith McDonald
2. Don Gooris
3. Johnny Hammond
4. Ric h O rr
5. Bob Nowinski
6. Ray Kufeldt
7. Bo b N ewman
8. Glenn Tobiaski
9. C huc k Cu nni ngham
10. Rex Strawn
11. Brian lsoz
12 . Dave Johnson
I 3. Geo rge Feezel
14. Joe Saccomano
, 15. Jim Scott
16. Ric k Beele r
17. Al Wasik
18. Jim Dobner
Bob Shepard
20 . Joe Pomykala

Team

G

AB

H

Ave.

NP
NP
G ree nv.
IC

15
21
26
II
23
20
27
23
25
25
16
26
26
29
30
40
41
25
27
40

50
64
88
42

24
26
34
16
32
25
36
26
34
27
22
28

.480
.406
.386
.381
.380
.379
.375
.356
.354
.3 46
.3 4 3
.337
.333
.3 16
.31 5
.313
.3 12
.307
.307
.305

NEIS

II T
TC
NE IS
IW

G reenv.
Roc k.
TC
Greenv.
Lewis
IW
Lewis
Lewis
NEIS

TC
Lewis

84

66
96
73
96
78
64
83
90
98
92
134
125
91
88
I3 1

JO
31
29
42
39
28

27
40

PITCHING (35 inn.)
Name

Team

G

W-L

Inn .

H

R

ER

BB

KS

ERA

I. Jac k Coo k
2. Randy Beyers
3. Bill Sc holl
4. DaV;e Johnson
5. Jim Krajews ki
6. Al Steinman
7. Rick A ndres

Rock.

9

61
35
79
64
36
42
70½
461/.,

23
10
23
39
14
20
44
17
16
23

9

8

5-3
3-1
8-3
4-4
2-4
2-3
6-4
4-2
3-3
4-0

52

NEIS

27
10
38
18
24
7
32
29
14
12

73
30
76
54
16
21
48
42
19
24

1.3 2
1.54
1.71
1.97
1.98
2. 14
2.4 2
2.83
2.90
3.11

Lewis
TC
NC

11
12
6
NEIS
7
Greenv . 13
8. Wayne Madura
NEIS
7
9 . Roger Pettinger
IW
II
10. T om Kal ata
Roc k.
9

40 1/3

431/J

18

54
53
30
35
71
45
33
38

6

15
14
8
10
19
15
13
15

Charlie Barber
says it is spelled
''Staumtiche''
But what is it.
Answers are at
Ext. 490
r

Tues. at 4:00 at
''MARIES''

